
Ladders and locking security gates for roof access
Fixed access ladders are a common requirement for easy access to the roof of a building whether it is through a roof hatch, or on the side of a building.
We offer supply of ladders, cages (for both new or existing ladders), as well as locking security gates for the ladders (ideal for outside use). The ladders
we supply are built to satisfy MOL as well as OBC requirements for fixed access ladders and the design is approved by our Ontario P.Eng. We also offer
full turn-key installation which often requires a boom-truck, snorkel-lift, as well as custom fasteners to install onto building.

Locking security gate for ladder

Ladder with rail extensions
• Access Ladders of different lengths and sizes custom fabricated.
• Painted or galvanized ladder finish or custom colours available.
• Built to satisfy MOL requirements.
• Optional locking lower gate for security, can be secured with padlock.
• Supply only or turn-key installation, including rent of lift or crane.
• Trained, experienced, installation crews, for turn-key ladder installations.

Rooftop Access

Rooftop stairs and crossover bridges
As an alternative to rooftop ladders, some customers prefer staircases for rooftop access, especially if maintenance crews need to bring materials or tools
with them on a regular basis, or if it is a frequently acessed area. Our staircases are fabricated from aluminum therefore are light weight, minimizing
additional weight on a rooftop. The staircases can be configured with Safety Rail 2000 as well to provide complete roof edge protection.
Crossover stairs on a rooftop make travelling over obstructions such as parapets, pipes, ducts, or other obstructions on a roof, much easier and safer.
The crossover stairs are custom-made for each application and fabricated from aluminum to keep them lightweight and the additional load on the roof
minimal. The crossover stairs can be incorporated with the Safety Rail 2000 system, utilizing the same rails and bases to allow for complete rooftop
guardrail protection. They can also be integrated with the Perma-Line system.

Roof access stairs
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